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Background

• PSAC was established in June 2020 as a “community driven perspective for the
CEO to consult with when developing a new scope of services, budget and other
provisions of the anticipated multi-agency policy contract renewal effort”

• Motion called for an external 3rd party review of the effectiveness, with a
recommendation on whether it should continue as part of the final quarterly
report for 2022
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THE AREAS OF FOCUS

• The Why – Is it fulling its mission?

• The Who – Is it reflective of the community?

• The How – Is the structure working?

• The What – Is it effective?

THE PROCESS

• Documents Review

• Assessment Surveys (completed by
PSAC members, Metro Staff, Board
Staff Representatives)

• Focus Groups

• Individual Interviews

• External Panel of Industry Experts
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Evaluation Design



Key Takeaways:

• Purpose, duties and responsibilities of Committees vary across the
nation

• CapMetro may be the most similar to Metro’s goals

• Agency relies on multi-layered law enforcement approach

• Appointees serve 2-year terms

• Focus on providing input for enhancing and expanding a
holistic approach to community-based policing
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Comparison to other Agencies



Key Findings: Mission and Representation

• Strong consensus among all parties
around mission to reimagine transit
safety

• No consensus among PSAC members
around the definition of safety in a
transit context

• While PSAC representation reflected
diversity of LA County including a
majority of people of color, renters and
low-income, there were still
opportunities for improvement to
ensure the committee could benefit
from broad perspectives and expertise
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• 25 committee meetings + 64 ad-hoc subcommittee meetings

• First seven months spent on addressing structural issues, reviewing
models, creating a “safety culture”

• Decided to not appoint a Chair and Vice Chair, despite requirement
within Charter

• PSAC members generally did not value Metro staff participation

• No evidence that the structure or practices were designed to integrate a
broader community perspective
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Key Findings: Committee Practices
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• Thus far, mixed progress on meeting 10
assigned objectives

• PSAC Members, Metro and Board staff
reflected that a significant impact had not
been made to-date

• PSAC recommendations have not aligned
with Metro’s layered approach to public
safety

Key Findings: Impact
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• Recommendation 1: The current PSAC members’ terms should sunset on June 30, 2022. While Metro staff
concurs with sunsetting the current members’ terms, staff believes the terms should sunset July 31, 2022 in
order to provide sufficient time for the committee to conclude their work.

• Recommendation 2: The Metro CEO should establish a new committee to ensure a broader and more
equally balanced representation to support its governance and operational structure in a manner that is
consistent with the PSAC Charter.

• Recommendation 3: The Metro CEO should set top security priorities in collaboration with the committee.
These priorities should be documented in a work plan with clearly defined areas for committee feedback. A
quarterly review should be conducted by a designee of the CEO to monitor PSAC’s progress and the
effectiveness and implications of recommendations that are implemented.

• Recommendation 4: The new committee should remain an advisory committee.

• Recommendation 5: The revision of the charter with more clear objectives and the selection of the new
committee members should be in place by September 2022.

Evaluation Recommendations
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THANK YOU!

Q&A
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